In order to analyze joint measurability of given measurements, we introduce a Hermitian operatorvalued measure, called W -measure, such that it has marginals of positive operator-valued measures (POVMs). We prove that W -measure is a POVM if and only if its marginal POVMs are jointly measurable. The proof suggests to employ the negatives of W -measure as an indicator for non-joint measurability. By applying triangle inequalities to the negativity, we derive joint measurability criteria for dichotomic and trichotomic variables. Also, we propose an operational test for the joint measurability in sequential measurement scenario.
Introduction.-Quantum physics does not allow to exactly and simultaneously specify two observable properties when their measurements are incompatible, as implied by complementarity principle [1] .
The incompatibility can be discussed in terms of the noncommutativity between the observable operators: If their operators commute, measurements are compatible so that they can be jointly performed [2] . This holds for the measurements represented by observable operators, or equivalently, (von-Neumann) projection-valued measures (PVMs). The discussions on joint measurability (JM) need to be generalized to positive operator-valued measures (POVMs) from PVMs [3] .
The complementarity principle implies the trade-off relations between the certainties of observed quantities. JM is employed to characterize the trade-off relations; the wave-particle duality [4, 5] and the error-disturbance [6] . The non-joint measurability (non-JM) also attracts attentions since it is intimately related to the violation of Bell inequality [7] [8] [9] , the quantum steering [10] , the temporal steering [11, 12] , and the quantum contextuality [13] . In particular, the steerability is identified by a test whether the local measurements are jointly measurable for a given entangled state [14] .
The JM was studied for a pair of discrete [3, 15] or continuous variables [16, 17] . It was also studied for a triad of dichotomic variables [13] . These studies were focused on POVMs of mutually unbiased bases, while general bases were considered for a pair of dichotomic variables [3, 18] . There were proposals to realize joint measurements by a sequential [19] and an adaptive [20] methods. The numerical analyses were made by semidefinite programming [9, 21] . As increasing the number(s) of measurements and/or outcomes, however, the identification of JM becomes a hard problem, since the geometric complexity grows significantly in the operator space [22] . In fact, the related geometric problems called generalized Fermat-Toricelli point [13] or 1-median problem is difficult to find the exact solution(s) by any known algorithms [23] .
Operational tests of JM are nontrivial problems. Non-JM is unable to test by its realization in quantum physics.
For an operational test, we employ the indirect method based on operational quasiprobability [24, 25] , which is determined by the statistics from measurements, similarly to the device-independent approaches [26, 27] . Negative operational quasiprobability is an indicator of nonclassicality such as entanglement [24] , the violation of macrorealism [25] , and the measurement-selection context [28] .
In this Letter, we propose an analyzing tool to examine both JM and non-JM, applicable for general system. To this end, we introduce a Hermitian operator-valued measure, called W -measure, such that its marginals are POVMs to test their JM. We provide a theorem that Wmeasure is a POVM if and only if its marginal POVMs are jointly measurable. It turns out that the negativity of W -measure can be used as an indicator to non-JM. The negativity is represented by distance measure, satisfying triangle inequality, and this property is core to obtain joint measurability criteria. We first apply this approach to the measurements of dichotomic variables to reproduce the known JM criteria. We also derive a new JM criterion for trichotomic variables on a qubit. Finally, we discuss an operational test for non-JM involving a sequential measurement.
Joint measurability and W -measure.-Suppose there is a measurement, represented by a POVM J = {Ĵ ij };Ĵ ij are positive (semidefinite) operators,Ĵ ij ≥ 0, and satisfy the completeness relation, ijĴ ij = 1. The pair of indices (i, j) denote the measurement outcomes. Let A and B be marginals of J such that A = {Â i = jĴ ij } and B = {B j = iĴ ij }. The marginals A and B are said jointly measurable and J is referred to as a joint measurement when the marginals represent the two measurements, i.e., they are POVMs; A satisfiesÂ i ≥ 0 and iÂ i = 1. Similarly B does. The backward problem, finding a joint POVM J for given POVMs A and B, is generally hard to solve. We exploit a W -measure to attack the backward problem.
We define a W -measure by the set of Hermitian oper-
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ators in D-dimensional Hilbert space, W = {Ŵ ij }, such that its elements satisfy the completeness i,jŴ ij = 1 and are given bŷ
where i and j denote d outcomes. The W -measure is composed of the three POVMs. POVMs A = {Â i } and B = {B j } represent two measurements to test JM. POVM C = {Ĉ ij } does a conjunction measurement, which we adjust in the test of JM. As defined in an operational way, the W -measure can be constructed through the tomography [29] . Note that the test POVMs A and B are the marginals of the W -measure, jŴ ij =Â i and iŴ ij =B j . This implies that the W -measure becomes a joint POVM of A and B if its elements are all positive, W ij ≥ 0, ∀i, j. One of our main results is thus stated by the following theorem. Theorem 1. POVMs A and B are jointly measurable, if and only if the W -measure is a POVM for some conjunction POVM C. Corollary 1. There exists some conjunction POVM C if the W -measure is a POVM.
The proofs for the theorem and the corollary are given in the Supplementary material [30] . Theorem 1 shows that the positivity of W -measure plays a role of indicator that the given POVMs A and B are jointly measurable. Corollary 1 enables to release the positivity condition of conjunction C, which we use in theorem 2.
Negativity of W -measure.-As the theorem 1 states, the existence of the negative eigenvalues of W -measure indicates non-JM. We quantify the negativity as
where X −Ŷ = Tr|X −Ŷ | is the trace norm between operatorsX andŶ , and |X| = X †X . For Hermitian operatorŴ , the trace norm We deal with a W -measure by introducing a set of differential operators Θ = {Θ ij }, which are Hermitian and satisfy the constraints iΘ ij = jΘ ij = 1/d. With Θ, the W -measure is represented bŷ
where the marginality is preserved now by the Θ constraints. This representation arises due to corollary 1. In other words, we always find a conjunction POVM C for a positive W -measure and we can concentrate on the differential operators Θ. Theorem 1 is rephrased in terms of the negativity, N = N (Θ): Theorem 2. POVMs A and B are jointly measurable if and only if the negativity N (Θ) = 0 for some Θ.
The proof for theorem 2 is given in the Supplementary material [30] . Theorem 2 translates the problem of JM, usually attacked by using a semidefinite program, to the minimization of a single real-valued function N (Θ), over (d−1)
2 independent differential operators in Θ due to the Θ constraints. To parameterize Θ, we take a generalized Bloch representation [31] ,
where generalized Bloch real vectors
, and the basis set {γ k }
is composed of the identity 1 =γ 0 and traceless Hermitian operatorsγ k , satisfying the orthogonality Trγ kγl = Dδ kl , on the Hilbert-Schmidt space.
We first show that our method reproduces JM criteria for dichotomic variables [3, 18] . The bases of 2-outcome measurements are given in the Bloch representation bŷ
, where a is a Bloch vector representative of POVM A with | a| ≤ 1, ω = −1, and σ = (σ x ,σ y ,σ z ) with Pauli operatorsσ i . For the POVMs, A = {Â i } and B = {B j }, the minimized negativity over Θ is given by
where a and b are the Bloch vector representatives of A and B, respectively. This is proved in Supplementary material [30] by using triangle inequalities between trace distances. Eq. (5) implies that the condition, N min = 0, is reduced to the well-known criterion [3] : | a + b| + | a − b| ≤ 2. Also, the minimized negativity is proportional to the "incompatibility" of generalized uncertainty relation [6] . These results hold for outcome-unbiased POVMs, by which we mean that they have no preference to a particular outcome, when averaged over all pure states:
, where |a 0 | + | a| ≤ 1 and |a 0 | is the degree of bias in outcomes asĀ i = (1 + ω i a 0 )/2. Two biased POVMs A and B are jointly measurable [18] 
where
(1 + f a 0 ) 2 − | a| 2 and F B is similarly given. In terms of the negativity, we numerically examine the boundaries of JM/non-JM as in Fig. 1 . Minimized negativity Nmin as a function of RA for RB = 0.2 (solid), 0.4 (dashed), and 0.6 (dot-dashed) in case of (a). As the unsharpness RA increases, the negativity Nmin decreases down to zero, where the test POVMs are jointly measurable. The smaller RB is, the larger RA is required to enter the JM region. (c) Boundaries between JM and non-JM on the space of the unsharpness R and the outcome-biased degree x for φ = π/2 (solid), π/3 (dashed), and π/6 (dot-dashed). The test POVMs A and B have the same degrees of outcome bias |a0| = |b0| = x and the same unsharpnesses RA,B = R, and their Bloch vectors are relatively oriented with the angle φ. No POVMs A and B exist in the shaded regions. For large φ = π/2, R decreases as x, whereas it increases as x for small φ = π/6. The boundaries intersect in large x 0.4. (d) Minimized negativity Nmin as a function of x for φ = π/2 (solid) and π/3 (dashed) in case of (c). The negativities decrease as x. On the other hand, they intersect around x = 0.35, and the test POVMs with φ = π/2 enter the JM region earlier in x than φ = π/3.
The unsharpnesses of POVMs are crucial factors, which determine JM. As blunted by noises, the measurements become unsharp and change their JM. For a measure of unsharpness [32] , we employ the unsharpness entropy, defined by
where the entropy operatorR A = − d i=1Â i lnÂ i . The unsharpness entropy is equal to the average of the entropy operator over all pure states: [3, 33] and the distinguishability [4, 18] . Fig. 1 presents the role of the unsharpnesses on the negativity N and the joint measurability.
FIG. 2. Geometry of the unit Bloch vectors
Joint measurability of trichotomous variables.-In the previous section we saw that the JM of given measurements depends on their unsharpness, the relative orientation of their Bloch vectors, and their degrees of outcome bias. We are interested in this kind of properties for trichotomous variables, how large unsharpness are required to be jointly measurable. For trichotomous measurements on a qubit, this is not obvious; No PVMs are of 3 outcomes, and trichotomous POVMs are basically unsharp on a qubit.
3-outcome unbiased measurements on a qubit are represented by POVMs,Â i = (1+ a i · σ)/3 with d = 3, where | a i | ≤ 1. The completeness of A demands that i a i = 0 and the 3 vectors a i form a triangle in the Bloch space (contrary to a 2-outcome POVM, whose Bloch vectors form a line segment). Then, we associate a triangle with a POVM in regards of shape, size, and orientation. We assume that the triangles of POVMs are equilateral and in the same plane (see Fig. 2 ). The two triangles compose a hexagram when φ = π/3. The POVMs are commutative and mutually equivalent when φ = 2π/3, while the outcomes are shifted. JM of A and B then depends on their relative orientation as well as their unsharpnesses.
As in 2-outcome POVMs, we minimize the negativity N (Θ) over the set of free differential operators Θ for a given angle φ, obtaining where θ s ij = a 2(i+j) + b 2(i+j) are the Bloch vectors of Θ ij that minimizes the negativity (and the subscripts are congruent to positive residues modulo 3). This is proved in Supplementary material [30] by using triangle inequality and positivity of trace distance. Thus, the 3-outcome POVMs are jointly measurable when
For | a| = | b| = µ, this criterion is reduced to µ ≤ µ th := √ 3/[sin(φ/2) + √ 3 cos(φ/2)]. In the case, the unsharpness of POVM A equals that of B, R A = R B = R. Let R th be a threshold unsharpness that, for R ≥ R th , the POVMs A and B are jointly measurable. The threshold unsharpnesses R th and µ th are presented in Table. I for some relative angles. The results show that R th increases, as one triangle rotates away from the other, in other words, as one POVM is more incompatible to the other (see Fig. 3 ).
Selective and Sequential Measurements.-JM and non-JM can operationally be tested by using the operational quasiprobability (OQ) [24, 25] . OQ is constructed with probabilities by the measurements, A, B, and C:
, where p X (x) is a probability of obtaining outcome x by measurement X. In quantum theory, the OQ is the quantum expectation of the W -measure for a quantum stateˆ , Q(i, j) = TrŴ ijˆ .
In particular we adopt a sequential measurement as a conjunction instead of exploring all possible conjunctions. This leads that negative value of Q(i, j) for somê is a necessary condition for non-JM (reciprocally, sufficient for JM) and enables to stay away from a minimization in Eq. (2). The conjunction POVM C is sequential of A and B that a system is measured by POVM A first, whose output state is measured by POVM B later [34] . The conjunction POVM C is given in a form of
whereK i are Kraus operators for A withÂ i = K † iK i . Note that the conjunction probability p C (i, j) = TrĈ ijˆ = TrB j K iˆ K † i . The non-JM test now involves the sequential measurement, C, and the individual A and B. We call these selective and sequential measurements (SSM) [24, 25] . Our test in the SSM scenario is also sufficient for non-JM in case of the 2-outcome unbiased measurements A and B. AssumingK i = Â i , the W -measure is given bŷ
It is positive when 1 ± a · b − | a ± b| ≥ 0, ∀i, j, and this is equivalent to the criterion [3] , | a + b| + | a − b| ≤ 2. Thus, the positivity condition of the OQ (or that of Wmeasure) fully and operationally characterizes the JM of 2-outcome unbiased POVMs in the SSM scenario. The test of OQ also identifies violation of macrorealism [35, 36] and measurement-selection context [37] in given systems [24, 25, 28] . OQ can pave the way to reveal relations among non-JM and the quantum features, which is beyond this work.
Conclusions.-We provided the systematic method to operationally examine the joint measurability by introducing the W -measure. We showed that the positivity of W -measure is the necessary and sufficient condition for the joint measurability between two polychotomous variables on a quDit. To illustrate our method, we derived the new criterion of joint measurability for the trichotomous variables. We also suggested the operational test for the non-joint measurability by the selective and sequential measurement. Our method can be applied to detection of steerability [14] . It is a forthcoming work to generalize the present work to more-than-two variables [24] and/or continuous variables [25] .
We thank Wonmin Son for discussions. Proof of Corollary 1.-Suppose that W -measure is obtained by the two POVMs, A, B, and conjunction operator {Ĉ ij }. TheĈ ij is assumed as an arbitrary operator allowed to be negative and satisfying ijĈ ij = 1. A set of the arbitrary operators is not POVM. Let such W -measure is written byŴ ij (Ĉ ij ). If such W -measure is a POVM, one can always find another POVMs, (Â i ,B j ,Ŵ ij (C ij )), which result the same positive W -measure. The W -measure obtained from these three POVMs resultŴ ij (Ŵ ij (Ĉ ij )) =Ŵ ij (Ĉ ij ) by the marginality ofŴ ij (Ĉ ij ), iŴ ij (C ij ) =B j and 
S2. Negativity of unbiased measurements
For D-dimensional system, the negativity N is written
The trace norm satisfies triangle inequality, homogeneity, and convexity [38] . For the d-outcome unbiased measurementsÂ i andB j , W -measure is given bŷ
whereΘ ij is a differential operator with constraints
A. 2-outcome measurements
For W -measure of 2-outcome measurements, the negativity becomes
whereX ij = (Â i +B j )/2. The Θ constraints, iΘ ij = jΘ ij = 1 1/2, allow us to chooseΘ 11 for an arbitrary free (Hermitian) operator. The negativity is lower bounded,
Here we applied the triangle inequality, Ŷ + Ẑ ≥ Ŷ −Ẑ , consecutively. The equality holds and the lower bound is attainable when θ ij = 0,Θ ij = θ ij 0 1/4, λ ij 1 ≤ 0, and λ ij 2 ≥ 0, ∀i, j. At this condition, the minimum value of negativity is given by the lower bound and its value can be explicitly reads
Note that the condition for θ ij 0 is imposed on the conditions of the eigenvalues, and it is reduced to 2 − | a + b| ≤ θ Finally, the minimum value of negativity becomes
The negativity is zero when | a + b| + | a − b| ≤ 2, and this condition is equivalent to Busch's joint measurability criterion [3] .
B. 3-outcome measurements
For 3-outcome measurements, the negativity becomes
The four differential operators are free parameters to consider their joint measurability problem of 3-outcome measurements. We selectΘ 11 ,Θ 22 ,Θ + =Θ 12 +Θ 21 , and Θ − =Θ 12 −Θ 21 as the free parameters.
By using the triangle inequality and the positivity of trace norm, we can obtain the lower bound of the negativity function:
whereΘ 33 =Θ 11 +Θ 22 +Θ + − 1/3. The minimum of the lower bound is attainable and the third equality in Eq. (S19) holds whenΘ − =0. It is determined by the solution of the problem finding operatorΘ − which results minimum sum of distances from three operatorŝ X 13 −X 31 ,X 21 −X 12 , andX 32 −X 23 . This problem is a Fermat-Toricelli (FT) point problem [13] on the operator. The FT problem is finding a point which minimizes sum of distances between vertices and the point. In our problem, the difference of Bloch vectors, φ ii+2 − φ i+2i , represent the operatorsX ii+2 −X i+2i , and they form a regular triangle of which center point is 0 (see Fig. 4 ). For vertices of the regular triangle, one has center point as the FT point. Similarly, the lower bound of negativity is minimized whenΘ − =0, and this result reflects the FT point. The minimum value of the negativity function can be put as
The second equality in Eq. (S19) holds whenΘ ii =X ii or, equivalently, θ 
